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IWHA Hybrid Conference: 29 June – 01 July 2022

Water’s ‘Day Zero’ Alerts and Responses: Past, Present and Futures

Cape Town

In 2018 there was a water alert of an imminent ‘Day Zero’ 
in Southern Africa’s famous city of Cape Town. Severe 
regional drought conditions in the Western Cape since 
2014, had a debilitating effect. It’s not new. However, in 
recent times major cities in many parts of the world have 
increasingly experienced severe water shortages. Critical 
problems are plenty, as water authorities grapple to meet 
growing urban demands for water and sanitation service 
delivery. Some authorities ascribe water shortages and 
over-worked wastewater infrastructure to Anthropogenic 
climate change.

For some time, Anthropocene theorists have increasingly 
issued warnings that global warming, urban and national 
population growth, migration trends and the demand for 
energy and food resources, are prime factors contributing 
to critical resource shortfalls. More frequently than 
before, local and regional water resource availability is 
compromised.

However, is ‘Day Zero’ new?

Recently, extended and extraordinary conditions of 
droughts and floods have become more pronounced. 
More urban communities are forced to temporarily 
vacate living spaces, sometimes at short notice and over 
more extended periods of time, because of endemic 
local flooding events. There is a growing corpus of new 
scientific knowledge on how human settlements in the 
Fertile Crescent in the Middle East, Egypt, China, South 
America and Europe have, in historical times, fallen 
victim to diminishing, or changing local or regional water 
resources.

Therefore, historians and water sector experts in academia 
and professional water sector leaders, have to take 
stock of anticipated current and future water resources 

availability. We need to retrospectively contemplate 
contemporary and future water resources, also through 
the prism of historical assessments.

Many parts of Southern Africa until 2020, experienced 
severe conditions of drought. Regionally they emerged 
in the early 2010s. Now we need to take note of crises 
of this kind. Changing climate conditions also occur 
elsewhere in the world. How do we deal with these crises 
in the rest of Southern Africa, South America, Australasia 
and the rest of the Southern Hemisphere? The recent 
heatwaves, droughts and bushfires in North America, 
Europe and Asia in the Northern Hemisphere are most 
relevant for a more expansive global understanding of our 
present and future water resources’ use and conservation. 
Therefore, it is vital for water experts in the Southern and 
Northern Hemispheres to collaboratively voice their views 
on the history, as well as current and future trends in the 
governance of finite water resources.

Although part of the conference is dedicated to the Day 
Zero Phenomenon, there is also a need for participant 
research in all areas of water studies throughout the world.
The conference provides ample space for water historians 
and other water-related scholars who are currently 
focused on themes in international groups of researchers 
and water professionals. Many have long-standing 
collaborative reporting engagements on their operations 
at the regular conferences of the International Water 
History Association and other organisations.

Therefore, participants are welcome to propose panels 
for group sessions and more focused water themes. The 
local organising committee will help coordinate these 
themes in the conference programme. The committee will 
also create a facility for electronic conference proceedings 
and storage on the IWHA website.
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Vaal Dam

ABOUT THE CONFERENCE

The general theme of the IWHA 2022 Hybrid Conference is 
“Waters’ ‘Day Zero’. Alerts and Responses: Past, Present and 
Futures”. 

The  2022 IWHA hybrid conference will be hosted by the 
Stellenbosch University Water Institute. The conference will 
provide you the opportunity to share research results, experiences, 
challenges, and innovative solutions with colleagues from 
around the world on the burning issue of severe regional drought 
conditions, water shortages and critical problems in meeting the 
demand for water and sanitation services in cities  and rural areas 
experienced as a result of climate change.

Water underpins every aspect of human and environmental 
existence. The severe water challenges facing the world today 
require an unprecedented global response.

This conference aims to bring together specialist water historians, 
sociologists, political scientists, civil engineers and scientists, as 
well as water sector experts in academia and professional water 
sector leaders and researchers to discuss the serious issue of 
water shortages of Anthopocenic climate change.

Innovative, solutions- and service-orientated, we work across 
a range of areas that contribute to the progression of water 
management worldwide. Transformation cannot take place on 
its own in a vacuum. Rather the ideas for solutions to these 
challenges will be fomented and rigorously debated among the 
IWHA’s membership and co-operating colleagues from other 
water research-based organisations and institutions.

The 2022 IWHA conference will be held for the third time on the 
African continent, in Stellenbosch, 50 km from Cape Town, South 
Africa’s multicultural melting pot with its rich history. South Africa, 
and Stellenbosch in particular, is rapidly taking its place as a 
prime scientific destination of choice as a result of the science 
and technology innovations and research being undertaken here 
on an interconnective global scale. Stellenbosch University is 
also home to the newly established School for Climate Studies.

ABOUT CAPE TOWN / SOUTH AFRICA

South Africa also offers the discerning tourist an exciting mix 
of tourist and entertainment possibil ities. Visitors will find Cape 
Town and the surrounding Western Cape, where Stellenbosch 
is situated, a vibrant, trendy, sophisticated, well-connected and 
stunningly attractive modern metropole with top tourist attractions 
and nature reserve areas to visit. CLICK HERE for a taste of 
South Africa

ORGANISING COMMITTEE

The Local Organising Committee for this event consists of:

Conference Chair: Prof Wessel Visser – Stellenbosch University 
Dr Willem de Clercq – Stellenbosch University
Prof Johann Tempelhoff – North-West University  

The IWHA has also engaged the services of a Professional 
Conference Organiser (PCO), Tourvest, who will be responsible 
for the success of the IWHA Hybrid Conference. The contact 
person from Tourvest who is closely involved with the conference 
is Paul Plaatjies.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zy7XksWit6g
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POSSIBLE CONFERENCE TOPICS

A listing of the topics is given below as an aid towards the formulation of a 
suitable paper within the conference theme. Please note that the topics are not 
exhaustive and other papers satisfying the conference theme can also be 
submitted. Abstracts for papers are invited under the following topics:

ABSTRACT TOPICS 

• Historical and current ethical perspectives on water.
• History of agricultural development and the evolution of smarter water use
• Water history and the environment
• History of droughts
• History of floods
• Marine history
• Irrigation history
• Urban water history
• Rural water history
• History of urbanization and water supply
• Rural water history
• History of water treatment and purification
• History of wastewater reuse
• Water and wastewater infrastructure systems
• Old and new water technologies
• Water related knowledge in ancient manuscripts (in different languages)
• Sanitation history
• Used water
• Hydropower
• Religion and water
• Water management systems  
• Water security 

• Water disaster management: droughts and floods
• Large dams
• Large dams and river systems
• African water history
• Water and sustainable development 
• Groundwater 
• Cultural history of water
• Water history and its methodologies
• Ocean Waters
• River histories
• Environmental Justice and Water Equity
• Water/Hydro diplomacy
• Water and climate change
• Waterscape changes in response to urbanization
• Spatial arrangements and water technology systems 
(protection perimeters for water works and networks)

Hartbeespoort
 Dam
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CALL FOR ABSTRACTS 

The abstract should indicate the paper title, the author(s) and the text should not exceed 
200 words. The author of the paper should also indicate if the paper being submitted will 
be presented online or in person. The abstract template can be downloaded from the Ab-
stract and Paper Management system CLICK HERE TO VIEW TEMPLATE. Please note 
that all abstracts must be submitted using the abstract and paper management system. 
Once the abstract has been received and accepted, the author/s will be provided with 
a document which sets out the required format for the full paper. The deadline for the 
submission of abstracts is 15 May 2022. 

If you have any queries regarding the use of the system, please do not hesitate to 
contact the Conference Secretariat.

IMPORTANT DATES AND CONFERENCE FEES : 
IWHA CONFERENCE 2022

Call for abstracts    01 February 2022 
Abstract submitted closing   15 May 2022
Abstract approval    21 May 2021

Pongolapoort Dam

FULL CONFERENCE

Registration fees - Early Bird Before 28 February 2022 R 4 250,00

Registration fees - Late Fee Between 01 March 2022 and 29 June 
2022 R 4 950,00

African Nationals Before 29 June 2022 R 4 500,00

Student fees Before 29 June 2022 R 2 800,00

HYBRID CONFERENCE

Registration fees - Early Bird Before 28 February 2022 R 3 500,00

Registration fees - Late Fee Between 01 March 2022 and 29 June 
2022 R 4 500,00

African Nationals Before 29 June 2022 R 4 000,00

Student fees Before 29 June 2022 R 2 500,00

REGISTRATION FEES

https://az659834.vo.msecnd.net/eventsairwesteuprod/production-tourvest-public/145eac8208164f889861e20d5b408a83
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VENUE AND ACCOMMODATION

The International Water History Association Hybrid Conference will 
be held at the Stellenbosch Institute of Advanced Study (STIAS) 
in Stellenbosch, South Africa as well as online from 29 June – 01 
July 2022. 

SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

A number of sponsorship opportunities exist and the IWHA 20221 
Hybrid Conference Secretiat should be contacted for further detail. 

THESE SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES INCLUDE:

• The conference itself;
• Technical sessions;
• Conference dinner;
• Audio visual rental;
• Conference bags, stationary, lanyards, memory sticks etc.

CONTACT US

Abstracts, Papers, Technical aspects
Mr. Paul Vinagre –  paul.vinagre@tourvest-ime.com, 

Programme Manager (Registration/Accommodation/Exhibition)
Mr Paul Plaatjies  – iwha2022@tourvest-ime.com   
Tel +27 87 742 0289

Academic Inquiries:
Prof Wessel Visser - wpv@sun.ac.za

OFFICIAL CONFERENCE VENUE
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